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INTRODUCTION

You may have enjoyed the Spring and Summer Editions of Fondly Endangered? This Fall Edition has taken political twists aimed at restoring the consciousness level of the sacred feminine and complimentary gentlemen, not only to prevent extinction, not only to preserve the family balance mold to survive the wilderness of civilization ("in these times"), but engender a more prolific procreation of a titrated species to effect the body politic. Titrate, meaning those who have developed and/or willing to develop the capacity to doctor, lawyer, engineer a peoples government of a society, a nation, the world, until it reaches an approximate balance of justice. As we are witnessing 28 state prisons in Pennsylvania now under federal investigation by United States Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney General and Disability Rights Network, who've discovered a systemic pattern of abuse on prisoners by prison guards, prison crats and its psychiatric, psychological and medical contractors sparked by HRC (Human Rights Coalition), De carcerate PA and the will of peoples governments
the Penn State Sex Scandal in Centre County, Bellefonte, Pa, the corruption from the highest echelons of corporate and bureaucratic government, and the secret concealed rapes of women in navy, airforce, marine and military—has created indespensible demand to reconcile a proven rogue infrastructure to the status quo, with qualified professionals not influenced by threats, coercion, extortion, loss of economic stability, loss of social status or blackmail. All of the red flags shown to the public and hidden are the tell tale signs and classic catalysis demand for a peoples budget. It is only with a PEOPLES BUDGET that schools will preclude from closing, and reopen those that have; so that tenures of teachers, principals, counselors, nurses, doctors and the host of social services may prevent students from a life of crime. A PEOPLES BUDGET, as opposed to a prison budget which has failed, will restore integrity, respect and dignity, not only in the children, students and people, but also the professional ethic and professional responsibility.
absent in today’s infrastructure. Every juvenile sentenced to death or life without parole, any woman sentenced to death or a life of servitude—under the pretext of employment at the expense of tax payers; any time guards, doctors, prison crats, corporate crats, psycho-therapists and police, prosecutors, can rape, extort, rob, embezzle, and write it off as false accusations or hyper-active allegations; then, act like nothing ever happened—continue to collect pay and unlawful debt, while the victims suffer in silence without closure; any time judges, prosecutors, politicians and legislators are paid to turn their heads when crime against the people is so prevalent national state of emergency is silenced, any time a silent titan corporation pushes buttons around the world to determine who gets fed and who does not, who is elected to office and who is assassinated, what water and food is polluted and not, any time traffic in human flesh is not only missing persons on white slavery but traced to world banking and construction of prisons—it is the conduct of global enter prise through a pattern of racketeering
activity - SHUT UM DOWN!
any time all these deep thinkers in this
nation - this god forsaken place called
america cannot come up with a program
for its disinfranchised, its discriminated
its penalized, its so-called mentally
unstabilized - SHUT UM DOWN!

WE ARE PRESENTING A LIFE CYCLE
PLAN FOR A PEOPLES BUDGET HEREIN,
COMBINED WITH DECARCERATE RA
HUMAN RIGHTS COALITION, WALK ON
WALL STREET and all ADVOCATES WHO
INSIST ON A PEOPLES CONSTITUTION...

TIRATE ALSO MEANS MAKING A STEW (STEW
OF SOCIETY) - SEASON LITTLE BY LITTLE UN
TIL IT TASTES JUST RIGHT... WITH ALL OF
THE INGREDIENTS... THE SAME AS WITH SOCI
ETY... WHEN THAT SOCIETY DOESN'T HAVE ALL
THE INGREDIENTS TO SATISFY THE HUNGRIES
OF ITS MULTICULTURAL - MULTIDIVERSE
PEOPLES - "SHUT IT DOWN"!!!
what makes the slave abductor, trader, breeder and breaker of traffic in human flesh of yesterday pave todays slave undertakers is secret titans preponderance that formed a clandestine consortium during post WW II, Bilderberg conferences to ensure corporate capitalism shapes global nations by exploiting industrial work forces to create neo-economic plantation style bondage employing the sacred feminine to endorse her posture as a caste peonage coerced to prevent all non whites and ideologies from joining the unelected new world order of racial politics under pretext of democracy that has ushered in the neo-hi-tech slave under disguise of political criminal justice targets where poor, and people of color worldwide are stock in international markets any leader with power to move against this arrangements, stats is assassinated under rubric of accident any judge, lawyer, politician, parole or prisonocrat who doesn't cooperate with this esoteric avarment is smacked with the backlash any official news media network who refuse to profile the slave image making process style is ostracized attorney generals, district attorneys, psychiatrists, psychologists are watch dogs, tape recorders or robots to concession the global slave democracy deception.
CREATING OUR OWN PEOPLES' BUDGET...
FOR HOME-GROWN LEGAL JUSTICE...

I'm willing to invest 18 percent of all revenue from 5 books I've written once a commercial publisher is found racial politicians will start to listen to a peoples' union and as share croppers organizing our natural abilities in place of individual food shoppers grow our own agriculture from our own think tanks & food tanks kills the appetites of corporate vultures creating a peoples' bank develop fund raising campaigns networking partnerships state-nationwide global citizens remain in chains corporate-prison construction has downsized not only teachers, students and classroom funding they have detrimentally influenced our lives marketed criminal image profiles for hunting entrapping trafficking human flesh under the pretext
of law and order, law enforcement, homeland security, custody and control, criminal justice, hidden consortia, with Pentagon commands surely grounds prisons rogue construction substance since WW2 and third world threat, corporate capitalist demands project a deficit to get a moratorium to prevent prison construction and mass incarceration, to demand a peoples budget commission, we need a global mass demonstration constriction control of a peoples' budget variety as a matter of a united obstacle course in a capitalist society will not come without legal force there are legal guidelines that are customary vital to a peoples lifeline r.i.c.o. and int'l law creates budgetary demands on corp. execs and government to protect a peoples covenant to prevail a peoples advantage we have to talk legal business language read what has been published for creation: partisan academy/society and global citizens versus global corporate colonization we cannot afford to be local-internationally vocal! creating our own peoples budget for home grown legal justice.
IN PURSUIT OF A PEOPLES BUDGET ACTION

We hear side talks about defective drugs, injuring people for class tort action, attorneys talk, but never about corporate thugs, for a peoples' budget action. Titan corporations sue corporations daily not for a peoples' budget nor fortification yet in their corp. charters a written peoples' interest prevailing mail fraud, document identification falsification when majority of citizens are affected by budget cuts in education children neglected mass incarceration communities unprotected, contention of prisons and a caste system escalates billions embezzled, communities emasculated at the expense of tax payers without their review of tax portfolios and all the players and their purview committing exploitation and extortion a.l.e.c. (american legislative exchange commission) heritage and reason foundations lobby crime legislation missions for extended incarcerations
wrapping chains around folks brains while prison crats and their contractors continue to collect pay and unlawful debt as proctors and benefactors aftermath engineering psychopathic racketeering particularly when judiciary executive and legislative branches of government volunteering to turn their heads to proven penitentiary systemic torture of prisoners little girls and boys dilemmas of crime graduation without basic education teachers can no longer boycott disenfranchised by execs prison crats and political robots 900 prisoner abuse log entry by legal criminals full proof tax payers swindled falsification of multiple identification documents we walk and talk about how monopoly education cuts and the prison construct is affecting our economy but we have not yet discussed a peoples budget counteraction contraction for a mass class r.i.c.o. (racketeer influence and corrupt organizations) action?
THE WAY OF THE LIFE - WHIP OF THE REBEL

spies snooping to report whipping girls and boys for dockets
to diversify corporate portfolios for profit
sitting on bunk in this prison cell
my mind unlocked to crush all misogyny
with fortitude to rebel
all forms of hell clocked to reverse the psychology
in solitary
destructive solace, silence, sensory, social, sleep, sanitary
depivation
operant conditioning
behavioral modification
abusive and torturous monopolies
reaction formation
hidden behind captors de facto policies
alien self, disability exacerbation
mental amnesia
self-destructive masterbation
erotomy

designed to destroy self-love, identity
revenge fantasies
aligned to decoy health of self-entity
inseparably connected to community, family
sensory overload and suicidal tendencies
entwined to combine bipolar and instability;
i refused to be marketed as a criminal
preventing psychiatric and psychological profiles
by european and asian robots professing to be doctors
original programmed adult pueriles
demons taught by devils

at schools where curriculums of inclusion exclude
the poor and darker skins from equal levels of
but can not delude the reverse inevitable
of the way, the life - whip of the rebel
PROPOSAL FOR INVESTIGATIVE HOUSING COMMITTEE

Autumn is an opportune time to inspect confiscated buildings listed at city hall, federal courthouse, district attorney's office and attorney general housing laws for buildings, homes and mansion estates possessed by state and federal governments due to irresponsible or illegitimate ownership some of which are given away "free" to those willing to fix them up or agree to do necessary maintenance with a people's purpose while others may be purchased for one dollar thus repairs for these buildings vary from light shortage, heating malfunctions, roof leak — utility irregularity — found in every city of Pennsylvania and across the states of America. Decarcerate is going to need meeting places, storage buildings, store space for possible commercialization of produce, campaign promotion, compensatory places for alternative education, group homes, healing residences or halfway houses for decarcerate citizens. Once we shut these prison coffins down well bring back our stolen economy tapping into a people's budget also means demanding grants, scholarships, stipends warranting grant of proposal for investigative housing committee to repossess homes and estates from cities.
time to level the playing field
gain tactical advantage
against worthy opponents
making our stand professionally grand and managed
by destroying their diabolical plans
they're invading comforts of our homes
creating a secret silent war zone
titan corporations' language
employ law firms, attorneys and counselors
to judidat—push the right buttons
what corners to turn for vouchers
what bills to push or oppose or censor
monopolize a billion dollar expenditure
scandalizing our teachers and schools enmesh
criminalizing our children on court dockets
trafficking community members in the flesh
for stock—profit
in prison industry
our neighborhoods utterly vulnerable
until decarcerate pa partners with law firms
law schools: duquesne, beasley, drexel, neuman, univ. of pa.
calling students of law to intern
with decarcerate as volunteer community service
law firms on contingency pro bono, commission
reversing psychology of legal litigation
by filing an array of court actions—campaigning peoples budget bills for better human relations
in support of a peoples government
as opposed to school budget cuts
social services and peoples budget deficits
filing mass class r.i.c.o. actions against titans
reclaiming the body politic faction—corporate usurp
to enforce: counter lobby and legal action decarcerate network.
ATTACK!

Corporate measured means
shatters dreams
wealthy euphorias
scatters plethora
of hopes
dying in drunkenness and dope
is the song of rigorous rich
riddling the poor
using vigor of mavenics
to wage secret war
Slashes in social services
budget cuts in education
is the haves versus
have-nots plan for incarceration
leaves no courtesy for a peoples sentiments
nor reason as a way of logic
until we've found the evidence
reason as a way of life
no longer do we utter battle cries
the worst we have survived
now capitalistic revisionist
must prepare to do business
since they've never given us a choice
but to reunion, reload, re-aim, rejoice
cut the nose and chattle seals
turn this world into a secret silent battlefield
we're taking our empire back
setting the traps
attack!
FALSIFICATION OF MULTIPLE DOCUMENTS REFLECTS DEFICIENT AND PERNICIOUS PERSONAS OF PRISON CRATS' SAVOIR FAIRE

pass the civil service test as a retard
with a 6th grade education (shackled faculty)
can get you a job as a state prison guard
compensates for all their inadequacies
and deficiencies at the expense of taxpayers
psychologists and psychiatrists (on paper)
agree to entrap predominantly africans
african american, poor and non white prisoners
with eurocentric psychological profiles; captions
adjusting them to the abusive defacto policies
practice, provision and procedural fallacies
resulting in widespread beatings, torture and murders
by all white prison guards masked in helmets
and all black attack uniforms as sadists
irrespective of ethnic group, race or nationality
while racist psychologists and psychiatrists
homosexual counselors and guards' misfit personalities
strategically assigned to rhu, smu, ssmu lockup
solitary confinement—not paid to think but
to clean up the tortures and murders by captors
with racial hate profiles—prescribing psycho medications
that are used/relied on as determining factors
of prisoners personas of mental/intellectual disability
predicated on the inadequacies and deficiencies
of prison cratic staff and their medical contractors
who function as robots as a facist factor
resulting in deliberate indifference toward medical care
and deficient and pernicious prison cratic savoir faire.
AN INMATES PARADISE IS A PRISONERS HELL

corporate owned prison industry exploiting convictions
inmate against prisoner syndrome— brother against brother
set privileges, concessions and restrictions
for "inmates" to go against each other
we can't figure out the prisoner eclectic
the alleged willy lynch theory
is in full effect without deficit
when guards sit around violence series
like they're in caesar's palace
or the roman empire
when racist bigots commit malice
exploit servants and slaves against each cavalier
of their peers
they didn't have to worry about the servants
but terrified of the gladiators
from rome to germany's adolf hitler's killer merchants
to present day corporate prison industry
it's easy to figure the difference
in inmate and prisoner disunity
where inmates are institutionalized
prisoners are politicized
inmates are good niggas - black and white
prisoners are so-called bad niggas—fight for rights
inmates are praised and honored with privilege/concessions
prisoners are honored with restrictions and rejections
fraternization, jokes and laughs with guard perjurers
is the inmates and captors cover ups of torture and murders
for inmates not to tell and guards to excel
an inmates paradise is a prisoners hell,
Continuity of prison construction stocks in Montgomery County former Quaker hood extension: solitary confinement blocks at SCI-Forest, SCI-Rockview, SCI-Graterford secret prisons escalating in substance under federal government enters Homeland Security, U.S. Dept. of Justice created demand for immigration centers popping up across the states directly under each prison is an underground twin copy make of the above ground prison estate Philadelphia, PA: Holmesburg prison waste federal penitentiary at Lewisburg Fort Gordon, Georgia military base SCI-Huntingdon, SCI-Camp Hill, SCI-Pittsburgh "attention": Human rights coalition decarcerate, walk on Wall Street global kindness revolution, Covert missions
and all folks and advocates not asleep
banking on a moribund abort
united states constitution,
state and federal courts
refuse to comply with peoples rights profusion
or enforce mandates
for civil and constitutional
rights and our choice of candidates
unless you're wealthy in plight
or rich in acquisitions
there are no longer rights
for prisoners and citizens
when all branches of government abuse
claim their hands are tied
in our protests to reduce
prison construction crimes
transfer funding to a peoples budget
increase education finance litigation
social service and health care
in process for elimination
the only tacit choice selections
are for corporate capitalist interest
in secrecy protections
all the facts and evidence inferences
is crystal clear
the united states government menace
is no longer in power to pioneer
all that exists is a bureaucracy
for an undeclared
state of emergency aristocracy
police state
totolitarian regime calls
martial law up to plate
where prison construction and all
claims, rights, interest and property
of the people
indispensably demands economy
racketer influence and corrupt organizations
action
the only vehicle to stop prison construction
and achieve moratorium faction
for the host of civic ties
and social needs in urgency
otherwise
when a national state of emergency
is declared
American infrastructures are shut down
all utilities shut off unaired
live in a hi-tech
no folks land beyond compare
do you have enough diapers?
water and food supplies? sanitation?
how do we communicate? decipher?
transportation?
do we have produce jewels, merchandise
for barter? strategies for the city?
do we have safehouses of sacrifice
in the event of radio activity?
from nuclear bombs?
or protection from agent orange?
spy satellites in the sky
snooping our private lives
the rich and wealthy
and govt. officials bomb scare is healthy have food, water, diapers, fountains and luxury stashed bomb shelters in the ground, sky, mountains, no-where in the executive orders is any food, water and basic necessities for citizens and prisoners across any borders and when we don't have food some of the many things we are used to the plan of the hidden corporations purview consortium running the show is reaction formation to fill up the prisons at a constant flow, our basic need for survival de-domesticated will create a panic crime will escalate although no law is in effect session in the declaration of marshal law there should not be a question why folks have a date of expedient urgency to prepare for national state of emergency! 
LET'S GET TO THE BOTTOM LINE OF ALL THESE PRIVATELY AND TAX PAYER-FUNDED VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONS/AGENCIES PROFESSING TO ADVOCATE PRISONER, CIVIL, DISABILITY & FAMILY RIGHTS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

ABA-AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION scuffling with referrals
DRN-DISABILITIES RIGHTS NETWORK using commonwealth tax fund
ACLU-AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION cover up trials of prison penils
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE-USDI conceal death conduct
PILP PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTIONAL LAW PROJECT corrupt channels
PPS PENNSYLVANIA PRISON SOCIETY watch dogs for corp. scandal
all have charters professing to protect peoples interest
but when someone goes to them with vital concerns
like prison murders by its authorities
900 abuse log entry by human rights coalition discerned
systemic torture on video tape
they claim to be limited in scope
to civil class actions--disguise poor and race hate
they're funded "privately" in fact encroach
relying on volunteers discretion
they take only cases not in factual dispute scenario
or cases in significant civil liberties question
then when a mass class r.i.c.o.
racketeer influence and corrupt-organizations action
is presented for primarily citizens
and prisoners compelled passions
based on abuse, murders, torture, social and civil unision
and domestic terrorism
while assailants continue to collect pay
and unlawful debt with sadism
they double speak a language in denial every single day
refusing to admit they are controlled
by and protect corporate interests only to cajole
in the way of human rights coalition, decarcerate combined
bottom line.
Michael Forrest  
DC# AM3549  
Housing Unit JC1009  
SCI Forest  
P.O. Box 945  
Marienville, PA 16239  

Dear Mr. Forrest:

Thank you for contacting the ACLU with your complaint regarding prison abuse. I apologize for the unavoidable delay in attending to your inquiry. Unfortunately, after reviewing the matter, we are obliged to conclude that we cannot provide you with ACLU representation or other legal assistance, including helping you file documents with the court.

The ACLU is a privately funded organization relying heavily on the services of volunteer attorneys. We seek to preserve and extend certain constitutional principles, most of which are found in the Bill of Rights. We are not a general provider of legal services.

We generally take only those cases in which the facts are not in substantial dispute and, more importantly, in which there is a significant civil liberties issue. We give priority to cases where our participation can benefit a large class of people or lead to a positive change in the law. Scarce resources are an unfortunate constraint, preventing us from taking many meritorious civil liberties cases. As a result, we must be very selective in choosing which issues to address.

Our decision in your case was based on the foregoing factors and not on a legal judgment on the merits of your claim. It should not discourage you from pursuing the matter if you so desire, through other channels, such as a private attorney or other legal services provider. Enclosed please find the original documents you included with your letters to us. We have made copies for our file.

Normally, we recommend that you file a grievance with the warden, using whatever internal grievance process exists. This is important for three reasons. First, it puts the administration on notice of your
problem and gives them an opportunity to correct it. Second, this gives you evidence that the prison knows about your problem and what they have done, or not done, to help you. Finally, under both federal and state law, you cannot file a lawsuit or get relief from a court until and unless you have first “exhausted” your administrative grievances.

If, however, your institution does not have an internal grievance procedure, or if the process is totally ineffective and you can document that you have attempted to use it, you can file a pro se lawsuit directly with the courts.

You may find it helpful to contact the Pennsylvania Prison Society with your complaint. They are a social justice organization that advocates on behalf of prisoners, formerly incarcerated individuals, and their families. They can be reached at:

**Pennsylvania Prison Society**
4836 Ellsworth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412-247-5751

Similarly, you may want to try contacting the Pennsylvania Institutional Law Project. They provide free legal assistance in civil matters to low-income incarcerated or institutionalized people whose constitutional rights have been violated within the institution. They can be reached at:

**Pennsylvania Institutional Law Project**
1705 Allegheny Building
429 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412-434-6002

You may also wish to contact the Disability Rights Network of Pennsylvania. They provide protection and advocacy for people with disabilities. They can be reached at:
NOTE: LETTER FROM DISABILITY RIGHTS NETWORK IN THE SUMMER EDITION OF FONDLY ENDANGERED, PAGES 49-52
LETTERS FROM ABA, USDJ, PILP WERE SENT TO FEDERAL COURT IN SUPPORT OF CIVIL AND RICO ACTIONS 103602 U.S.C.A. 3RD CIR. PA. 117773
(974442 ED. PA 2000-2009): 12 3636 USC A S 3RD
TO INCLUDE BUT NOT LIMITED TO LETTERS CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
JUDICIAL CONDUCT BOARD OF PA SUPREME COURT
DISCIPLINARY COUNSEL OF PA SUPREME COURT
FREE MICHAEL FORREST!
FREE MICHAEL FORREST FROM ILLEGAL INCARCERATION!
FREE MICHAEL FORREST FROM ABUSE, OVER 45 YEARS
CONTINUING SOLITARY CONFINEMENT AND TORTURE!!!
WAYS TO ASSIST AND ADVOCATE RELEASE TO RESUME
DISABILITY TREATMENT AND CARE FROM HIS NON PRISON
PRIMARY NEUROLOGIST, DR. NEWMAN, ALBERT EINSTEIN
MEDICA CENTER

CALL THE FOLLOWING ATTORNEYS OR E-MAIL INQUIRING
WHETHER THEY'VE RECEIVED HIS MAIL REGARDING ILLE
GAL INCARCERATION AND A TRAIL OF ABUSE AND TORTURE

1) Pennsylvania Innocence Project, Richard C. Glazer, Dir.
   96 Mariissa Boyer Bluestine, Assist-Dir., Temple University
   Beasley School of Law, 1219 North Broad Street, Philadelphia
   PA 19122, Tel.: (215) 264-4255

2) David L. Komblau, Esq., Eric Hellerman, Esq.
   Mari Bonthuis, Esq., Covington & Burling LLP
   620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018, Telephone:
   (212) 846-1000

3) David Rudovsky, Esq., Kairys, Rudovsky
   Feinberg & Messing, LLP, Cast Iron Blog,
   718 Arch Street, Ste. 501 South, Philadelphia, PA 19106

AND WHETHER INDIVIDUALLY, SEVERALLY AND/OR COLLECTIVELY
WILL REPRESENT ME IN CRIMINAL AND CIVIL ACTIONS?
Tel.: 215-925-4400

CALL FORMER ATTORNEY(S) TO RETRIEVE CRIMINAL, CIVIL
AND DISABILITY RECORDS AND/OR HAVE THEM FORWARD TO
THE ABOVE ATTORNEYS

1) Mary Ann Galeota, (Disability Attorney) 2207
   Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-3010 (Dig
   Noses), Prescriptions for Right Leg Brace

CONT.
BACK BRACE, CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIR, SPECIAL GRAND MAUL, SEIZURE MEDICATIONS; TEST RESULTS: MRI, X RAY, EKG, CAT SCAN - ALL REPORTS BY NON PRISON NEUROLOGISTS AND PHYSICIANS: DR. NEWMAN, ALBERT EINSTEIN, DR. ROGER F. FARBER, HEADACHE & PAIN CLINIC/CENTER, BAKA WOOD, PA; DR. JOHN CRAWFORD, DR. JONATHAN LEVIN.

CONTACT BOOK PUBLISHERS & FILM PRODUCERS TO INQUIRE WHETHER THEY'VE RECEIVED MAIL AND PROMOTIONAL SLIPS PROPOSING BOOK, IE, COMMERCIAL BOOK & MOVIE DEALS FOR BOOKS I'VE WRITTEN AND PUBLISHED ON LINE @ WWW.PRISONSFDN.ORG.

1) 40 ACRES & A MULE FILMWORKS, INC
   124 DEKALB AVE. (SPIKE LEE)
   BROOKLYN, NY. 11217; TEL#: (718) 624-3703

2) WILL SMITH, EXEC DIR., SHOLA LYNCH, DIRECTOR
   OVERBROOK ENTERTAINMENT, INC. 1450 NORTH ROXBURY DRIVE
   BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 90210-4231; TEL#: (310) 432-2400

ALSO, THE FOLLOWING ATTORNEYS HAVE IN THEIR POSSESSION COMPLETE DISABILITY/MEDICAL RECORDS ID SUPRA AND COMPLETE CRIMINAL MALICIOUS PROSECUTION CASE RECORDS AND FILES INCLUDING VIDEO TAPES OF TORTURE BY MASKED ATTACK GUARDS ALL OF WHICH IS TO BE FORWARD TO ATTORNEYS RUPOVSKY AND KOMBLAU; HELLERMAN, BONTULUS; AND CRIMINAL FILE ONLY TO INNOCENCE PROJECT IN SUPRA.

ANGELA D. DIAMPOLO, ESQ., GREGG L. ZEFF, ESQ
   100 CENTURY PARKWAY, MOUNT LAUREL, NEW JERSEY 08054;
   TEL#: (856) 297-4700; FAX#: 856-702-6640; ANGELA'S CELL PHONE
   267-909-0490. THEY WERE PARTNERS. I DO NOT KNOW WHETHER
   THEY STILL SHARE OFFICE SPACE. ALSO ANGELA'S FORMER ADDRESS;
528 WALNUT STREET, STE 1401, PHILA., PA 19102, PLEASE DEMAND ALL MY LEGAL PROPERTY FROM ANGELA GREGG AND MARY ANN OR I WILL BE COMPelled TO REQUEST SAID ATTORNEYS TO ISSUE FEDERAL COURT ORDER FOR SAID RECORDS AND FILES.

ANY ADVISE FROM DECARCERATE PA! HUMAN RIGHTS COALITION IS WELCOME. ANY/ALL ADVISE SUGGESTIONS, CRITIQUE OR IDEAS IN THIS REGARD FROM READERS, FRIENDS, FAMILY AND SUPPORTERS, WRITE DIRECTLY TO ME AT

MICHAEL FORREST #AM3549
SCI FOREST PRISON, JC 1010
236 WOODLAND DRIVE
MARIENVILLE, PA 16239
POWER TO WALK ON WALL STREET!
POWER TO DECARCERATE PA!
POWER TO HUMAN RIGHTS COALITION!
(PITTSBURGH, CHESTER, PHILLY) !!!

ANY TIME THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX HAVE FAILED TO SERVE ITS PURPOSE AT TAXPAYERS EXPENSE - SHUT UM DOWN!
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS AND PRISONERS OF WAR! ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
"SHUT UM DOWN" !!!
RE: PROGRAM FOR PRISONERS AFFECTED BY SOLITARY CONFINEMENTS INFLUENCE BY DETECTIVE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCE, ABUSE, ET AL

INTRODUCTION TO LIFE CYCLES PROGRAM

IT WAS PRISONER, MICHAEL FORREST WHO ORIGINALLY DESIGNED, PUBLISHED AND IMPLEMENTED LIFE CYCLES PROGRAM AT FORT GORDON, GEORGIA, FEDERAL STOCCADE MILITARY BASE, WITH A SCHOOL TEACHER FROM VIRGINIA. DEC. 1989 - DEC. 1991. ASKED HIM TO FACILITATE IT FOR PRISONERS THERE. IT WORKED SO WELL, TEACHER SHIRLEY TOLAND ATTEMPTED TO HAVE HIM TRANSFERRED TO VIRGINIA TO HELP HER WITH PRISONERS THERE. LIFE CYCLES ENCOMPASSES A BROAD RANGE OF CURRICULUM FOR PRISONERS AND CIVILIANS WHOVE BEEN OCCASIONED WITH INCOMPLETE ORDEALS, ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT, ABUSED, NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES WITHOUT CLOSURE, WITH LOW ESTEEM, OR FOR THE MENTALLY UNSTABLE. SUFFERING A HOST OF EMOTIONAL (MENTAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL POVERTY; INDIVIDUALLY OR ON A GROUP EFFORT BASIS WITH INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE) PARTICIPANTS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO MINITUZIZE THE NEGATIVE EXPERIENCE \ MAKE AFFIRMATIONS FROM THE PERSONAL LIFE CYCLE MATURING TO A SUCCESSION VIA INTERPERSONAL, SOCIAL, CULTURAL, NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL, INTERCULTURAL THROUGHOUT THE COSMIC LIFE ORDER \THUS, PAINTING A NEW SELF CHOICE PICTURE TO RESUME THEIR LIVES WITH CITY AND NATIONAL BASED PARTNERSHIPS. THIS PROGRAM HAS ENHANCED WITH EACH NEW INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP - BRINGING NEW EXPERIENCES AND SITUATIONS WITH THEIR UNIQUE SETS OF NEEDS. LIFE CYCLES HAS BEEN REQUESTED FOR HALF-WAY HOUSES, KINTOCK, UTILIZED BY PSYCHOLOGISTS, ROBIN FROM MARIE HAMILTONS CENTRE PEACE TO NORTH DAKOTA, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, PROF. YUMY ODOM, PASCEP, JUDITH TRUSTONE, GLOBAL KINDNESS REVOLUTION, PHILA. EDU. DEPT. VILLANOVA UNIV. ALSO USED BY NANCY MAYER, SCI ROCKVIEW, PSYCHOLOGIST.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psycho</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Sensory</th>
<th>Solace</th>
<th>Deprivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eurocentric</td>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>Multiple Personalities</td>
<td>Psychosocial Disorder</td>
<td>Sensor Overload Instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Amnesia</td>
<td>Sexual Misorientation</td>
<td>Cumulative Reflex</td>
<td>Hearing Delusion at Voices</td>
<td>Erroneous Zone Cross Roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrocentric</td>
<td>Alienization</td>
<td>Self-Identity</td>
<td>Sexual Disorientation</td>
<td>Anger Facilitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LIFE CYCLES PROGRAM**

1. **LIFE ORDER 1**
2. **LIFE ORDER 2**
3. **LIFE ORDER 3**
4. **LIFE ORDER 4**
5. **LIFE ORDER 5**
6. **LIFE ORDER 6**
7. **LIFE ORDER 7**
8. **LIFE ORDER 8**

**RACISM MODERN SLAVERY**

- Law Enforcement, Law & Order, Custody & Control
- Home Land Security, Criminal Justice, Is The Pre Text = Business In Corporate Capitalism

- E-Operant Conditioning
- Habitat Modification of Gen. Pop. Prisoners and Smu, Smu, Sau-Rmu, Smc, Etc. Prisoners Suffer Affects of Unmonitored Untreated Psychosis, Overlapped by Approx 72% Intercite, Who Any Preparation for Identity, With the Community They Will Return

**COGNITIVE LIFE CYCLES**

- Nationalities
- Cultural Diversity
- Human Trafficking

**CULTURAL DIVERSITY HUMAN TRAFFICKING**

- Law Enforcement, Law & Order, Custody & Control
- Home Land Security, Criminal Justice, Is The Pre Text = Business In Corporate Capitalism

**PSYCHOTROPIC CURES**

1. Chart Depicts the Purpose/Cause of Psychosis, Resulting From Human Social/Habitat Deprivations in Supra. Solution for Non-Psychotropic Cures, Based on Life Cycles, Supra.
Affects of Solitary Confinement: Non-profit ORG. To help convalescence.

- Superiority / Inferiority Complex
- Attention Deficit Disorder
- Impulsive Anger / Rage Disorder
- Suicidal Tendencies
- Instability to Adapt to Environment
- Manic-Depression
- Misogynist Psychopath
- Functional Illiteracy

- Recalitritancy / Anchor Syndrome
- Preoccupation with Survival of Healthy Population
- Misplaced Hostility
- Natural Need for Recognition
- Migration from Distraught Environment
- Female Identity Reconstruction
- Imagining alternate realities

- Sense of Self Worth / Security
- Whole

- Control of Ones' Environment / referee
- Self Love Prevents Vice Against Self Respect
- Negotiable Environmental Arrangements
- Set Family Balanced Males / Females Regardless
- Male / Female Natural Induction
- Way of Life Educational Conscious Development

- Interpersonal Life Cycle
- Unexpressed Feelings

- Personal Life Cycle
- Cultural Life Cycle

Mental Health (Neurological, Physical, Mental Disability)

- Long Term Offenders Program for Treatment, care and re-entry to societal life building partnerships with community.

- External GEN Board Sec.
- Family Development Network
- Special Needs Services
- Supportive Services
- Re-entry PAR
- Internal Ad Visory Committee

In addition, to employment to with PA DOC there's abundance of funding allocated for non-profit, highly sensitive programs for mentally unstable, troubled youth and adults, especially for psychologists, psychiatrists, etc.

Michael Forrest
Fondly Endangered

Around 1995 many PA mental asylums, mental health care homes, dumps their patients into the prison system where it has been alleged that most of the recorded mentally disabled were not properly cared for in the prison system. Now, a low suit is pending against John Wetzel by Disability Rights Network of PA, for disability neglect, etc., when the suit should be against their former care providers and the Commonwealth. Interestingly, it is the Commonwealth advocating the suit - not seeking monetary damages for those allegedly injured! However, this is an opportune time to put a staff together (qualified) and add another salary to your paycheck!!
A SIMPLE REQUEST FOR THE LIFE CYCLE PROGRAM
AND SUCCESS EXAMPLES. MICHAEL FORREST IS REVISING
THE PROGRAM WITH EXTENDED PSYCHOLOGY AND
CLASSROOM DYNAMICS. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO IDENTIFY WHO
YOU ARE. JUST A FRIEND WORKING WITH MICHAEL.

Yours Psychologically!!

[Your Revisions, Enforcement of Merit & Critique Makes You Co-Writer]

NOTE: In additon to those suffering in solitary confinement and gen pop of state and federal prisons,
This extended/revised Life Cycles program is also
designed to conduct and liberate those whom are
in prison in their minds, psy emotions (e.g., mentacting)
brain washing), indoctrination, racism.
Once the only unadulterated truth on the planet woman and man equals child until this sacred bond was taken for granted crack, simulac, aides, mind control, without resolve school budget cuts, the mind to prison pipelines lock up their brains first is the corporate secret master plan put them in prison cells or hearsts is the subordinate, strategic, disaster jam diversity portfolios for stock markets
tell the public its for crime control black, brown, tan and poor the main targets concentrate on their communities-patrol throw dope and aides at their moms make image making criminals of their dads rock this nation like a nuclear bomb book it up and collect unlawful debt in glad bags now that the secret new world order is exposed there is no such thing as corporate ecstasy in their faces their own plans explode now folks control their own destiny a peoples budget balance is our demand legal justice allowance is our stand
whether prisoners in the mind
or bridging prison construction combined
psychiatrists and justice department perks
admit jails don’t work
experimentation on children with placebo drugs
paying their mothers
validate laboratory technicians are a bunch of thugs
financed by corporate greed lovers
til folks get their bearings on things
with a strong grasp on reality
now we can afford to sing
that song to last with vitality
the peoples budget balance torn
reborn
legal injustice malice scorn
gone, solace is in blowing our loudest horns
ladies sworn,
prevailed, marinated, quiet storms;
babies torn,
jailed, liberated, reborn!
protection the children today yesterday we cannot reach the scale that weighs the heart with the feather hardened hearts we cannot teach hateful males who slay children's parts with stormy weathers lifetimes come and go lifelines run with their own bios ticking time lines of multiple dimensions the third eye no-one can see until it is awakened one cannot be free unless the forsaken impress their will upon their spirit we learn as a people visualization we have substantial merit to subdue the tyrant creeping titans that enslaved history of many lands human legal justice challenge the peoples budget balance torn reborn
Michael Forrest  
AM3549  
SCI Forest  
P.O. Box 945  
Marienville, PA 16239

Dear Mr. Forrest:

Thank you for your letter. The Special Litigation Section relies on information from community members to identify civil rights violations. Each week, we receive hundreds of reports of potential violations. We collect and analyze this information to help us select cases, and we may also use this information as evidence in an existing case. We will review your letter to decide whether it is necessary to contact you for additional information. We do not have the resources to follow-up on every letter.

The Special Litigation Section is one of several Sections in the Civil Rights Division. We work to protect civil rights in four areas: 1) the rights of people in state or local institutions, including: jails, prisons, juvenile detention facilities, and health care facilities for persons with disabilities (including whether persons in health care facilities should be getting services in the community instead); 2) the rights of people who interact with state or local police or sheriffs' departments; 3) the rights of people to have safe access to reproductive health care clinics or religious institutions; and 4) the rights of people to practice their religion in state and local institutions. We are not authorized to address issues with federal facilities or federal officials.

If your concern is not within this Section's area of work, you may wish to consult the Civil Rights Division web page to find the correct section: www.justice.gov/crt.

The Special Litigation Section only handles cases that arise from widespread problems that affect groups of people. We do not assist with individual problems. We cannot help you recover damages or any personal relief. We cannot assist in criminal cases, including wrongful convictions, appeals or sentencing.
If you have an individual problem or seek compensation or some other form of personal relief, you may wish to consult a private attorney or a non-profit or legal aid organization for assistance. There are only two areas in which we can assist an individual or address a single incident: 1) we may be able to assist you if you are being prevented from practicing your religion in a prison, jail, mental hospital or other facility operated by or for a state or local government; 2) we may be able to assist you if you have experienced force or the threat of force when accessing a reproductive health care facility or religious institution.

For more information about the Special Litigation Section or the work we do, please visit our web page: www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/.

Sincerely,

/s/
Jonathan M. Smith
Chief
LET S NOT FORGET THE PURPOSE THE PRINCIPLE AND "THE PEOPLES" HUMAN RIGHTS INVESTIGATION OF PRISON CRIMINAL CORPORATIONS

900 and counting complaint petitions of prisoner p.a. abuse log entry was pioneered by human rights coalition created the catalysis for investigation of penitentiaries how does united states department of justice u.s. attorney general and disability rights network conduct impromptu probe lobbies limiting it to mentally disabled prisoners? excluding phone rip offs, murders by prison guards, policy? cover ups by prison staff? psychiatrist and psychologist robots? and prison health services inc. wrath? reluctant to prosecute proven criminals validated? with a license for passing a civil service test? contracted medical staff- clearly calculated? creating new jobs for coroners and shrinks? the current probe by these watch dogs financed by tax payers link to private corporate funding promoted by commonwealths secret defacto bill who facilitated criminal prosecutions and hunting for the so-called mentally ill u.s. prosecutors and district attorneys
programmed agenda to prosecute
the guilty — the innocent on circular journeys
poor and non-white prisoners in solitude
while their staff and prison crats,
counselors, medical employees,
and psychiatric puppet diplomats
are predominantly European, white,
relying on euro-centric trick profiles in crimonology
to define correctional and mental health
reality — excluding a host of profile psychology
of a multi-cultural prisoner unique order
set of individual needs
resulting in widespread prisoner abuse, torture,
in a silenced murder series
indifferent to value and quality of life
and human legitimacy
malignant to the peoples plight
and human dignity
they're slipping by under civil and criminal law facts
but not if we hit them with the n.i.c.o. act
this, not disclosed by those on payrole, they're sadists,
investigators and prison criminal corporations
predominantly officiated all white in social status
concealing individual and systemic racism actively
in conduct of an enterprise
through a pattern of racketeering activity
civil, criminal and human rights violations escalate behind an iron curtain, annihilations, where investigators and prosecutors conduct compete prisoner and peoples claims the way Titan corporations compete products officials and contractors refusing to report and prosecute criminal evidence and facts is violation of the patriot act it is the deathening silence unquestioned and prosecutors never mention how these atrocities violate international and customary laws of the Geneva convention while acquisitions and mergers of a.c.l.u., u.s. attorney and d.r. network conceal video taped abuse, torture and murders lets not forget the purpose, the principle, the peoples human rights investigation of prison criminal corporations lets not forget how Tom Catlinone, Jeffrey beard - tried to forfeit 900 pa prisoner abuse log entry with the 2009 closed house judiciary hearings cont
the head of PA D.O.C., the head of judiciary committee evidently did this to cover up and conceal engineering of prisoner abuse, murders, tortures in secrecy, perpetrators promoted with more frequency courts, prosecutors protecting corp-prison status quo, ignoring taxpayers and prisoners rights scenarios. Deincarcerate PA has proven prison construction defeated its purpose using a prison budget and tax payers funds to union stock of the people for purchase. There is no question we must continue to meet and the stakes have gotten far beyond the minimal walk on wall street to serve the maximum principle. Let's not forget the peoples human rights investigation of prison criminal corporations.
EPilogue

My greatest inspiration, my baby sister Lisa A. Forrest, mother, lady, princess to a Queen, Woman and independent professional, is a classic example of the Sacred Feminine. The women of Decarcerate PA, Human Rights Coalition and Walk on Wall Street are very powerful stimulants in the upscale hot pursuit of regaining equal power. To effect the body politic and truly achieve the self same sovereignty and balance with gentlemen it is amazing how women have become more attractive in their political thrust, working with prisoners, executives, professors, students, advocacy groups and men who appreciate, respect and protect the equa poise of the feminine force. It is with a concerted effort and force that is expected to instill in the children that they are our bank accounts for today and to morrow. Our peoples budget balance weighs for the challenge of the leverage we get from our hearts - balanced to the feather... meditating peace, dignity, freedom - lessoned from the past.
JOIN THE FREEDOM CAMPAGIN TO RELEASE
MICHAEL FORREST
FROM ILLEGAL INCARCERATION TO SEEK DISABILITY
TREATMENT AND CARE AND PREVENT WRATH BY
PRISON AND CORPORATE CONTRACTORS FOR
WRITING BOOKS ABOUT "HORRORS" BEHIND BARS

in all freedom campaigns
there is a fund raising com-
mittee
who is available in the
world, nation, state city?
in order to stage a
winning proxy fight
in these hi-tech times we
will need a website?
to efficiently promote books
sufficiently overlook
e-mails coming and going
prevail the cunning and show
a peoples exploited tax
for malicious prosecution
campaigns important task
for ruthless fusion
we need lawyers, doctors
and advocacy group
agents, proctors and
potency troops
you can be a reader;
fan, friend, family or leader
write letters, make calls;
trips or play hardball
who ever you are in this
preview
this is one campaign that
needs you!
what ever language you speak
you can never anguish when
you seek
whatever your life touches
it cannot go wrong with justice
write me
let's discuss being free
this crazy
modern legal slavery
michael forrest* am 35-49
236 woodland drive
box 945
marlenville, po 16239

i will respond to every letter
that brings us together
your every thought in the
corridors of your mind par
becomes an antidote to relieve
horrors behind bars